DEPARTMENTAL HONORS

Outstanding Student in General Chemistry     Jeremy Bergamo
Outstanding Student in Organic Chemistry     Anme Rojas-Romero
Outstanding Student in Biology     Anthony Hubbard
Outstanding Student in Anatomy & Physiology     Stephanie Bautsch-Hosein
Outstanding Student in Computer Science     Alfred Rabinskas
Outstanding Student in Early Childhood Education     Heather Abling
Outstanding Student in Education     Robin Williams
Outstanding Student in Paralegal Student in Legal Research & Writing     Richard Shopes
Outstanding Student in Paralegal Student in Advanced Technical Certificate     Clare Ward-Jenkins
Professor’s Outstanding Paralegal Student in the A.S. Degree Program     Linda Taylor
Professor’s Outstanding Paralegal Student in the A.A.S. Degree Program     Antoinette Randolph
Outstanding Student in Political Science     Derek Wallace
Outstanding Student in European History     Lindsey Atha
Outstanding Student in Psychology     Matthew Denise
Outstanding Student in Language – French I     Cynthia Pokrywa
Outstanding Student in Language – French II     Gianna Mercandetti
Outstanding Student in Language – German I     Sarah Cornell
Outstanding Student in Language – German II     Ta Phucyen
Outstanding Student in English for Academic Purposes     Imilsy Santiesteban
Outstanding Student in Literature     Makenzie Ladd
Outstanding Student in Creative Writing- Poetry     Hilda Vega
Outstanding Student in Creative Writing- Fiction     Terrance Barron
Mathematics Department Award in Developmental Math     Jordan Fuchs
Mathematics Department Award in Developmental Math     Willie Williams
Mathematics Department Memorial Award     Biyun Huang
Mathematics Department Memorial Award     Jian Hao Li
Outstanding Occupational Therapy Assistant Student     Gabriela McCort
Outstanding Occupational Therapy Assistant Student  Melissa Roux
Outstanding Freshman Music Student  Casey Odell
Outstanding Upperclassmen Music Student  Amy Folkert
Outstanding Upperclassmen Music Student  Reginald Williams

**ACADEMIC TEAM RECOGNITIONS**

**Brain Bowl Team Outstanding Players**

Angela Bruno
Aaron Pennington
Aaron Summers

**Mathematics Olympic Team Members**

Sarah Davis
Pierre Fankau
Mina-Elraheb Hanna
Biyun Huang
Stuart Lathrop
Bruce Leckey
Jian Hao Li
Christina Matsuo
Analia Musitano
John Pfeilsticker
Anthony Salain
Alexander Scott

**Mu Alpha Theta Service Award**

Rebecca Cook  Zena Pirnot
Terrance Garnett  Alexander Scott
Andrew Gould  John Pfeilsticker
Stuart Lathrop
Christina Matsuo